PC  + [ PII ] Susan Chang
  Coming?
  5/31/2024, 12:55 PM

> PP  + [ PII ] Matthew Patashnick
  Down in a moment
  5/31/2024, 12:56 PM

> PK  + [ PII ] Cristen Kromm
  Liked “Coming?”
  5/31/2024, 12:56 PM

> PP  + [ PII ] Matthew Patashnick
  His use of the word Hamas is interesting.
  5/31/2024, 1:16 PM

> PP  + [ PII ] Matthew Patashnick
  Students generally weren’t protesting for for Hamas.
  5/31/2024, 1:16 PM

> PK  + [ PII ] Cristen Kromm
  He is strategic
  5/31/2024, 1:17 PM

> PC  + [ PII ] Susan Chang
  This is difficult to listen to
  5/31/2024, 1:17 PM

> PC  + [ PII ] Susan Chang
  It’s not surprising but it’s interesting to hear from them first hand
  5/31/2024, 1:18 PM

> PK  + [ PII ] Cristen Kromm
  It is. I thought it would be.
  5/31/2024, 1:19 PM

> PC  + [ PII ] Susan Chang
  Did we really have students being kicked out of clubs for being Jewish?
  5/31/2024, 1:23 PM

> PP  + [ PII ] Matthew Patashnick
  To my knowledge no one was actively kicked out.
  5/31/2024, 1:23 PM

> PP  + [ PII ] Matthew Patashnick
  But groups signed onto CUAD and other pledges and many Jewish students didn’t feel welcome.
  5/31/2024, 1:23 PM

> PK  + [ PII ] Cristen Kromm
  Liked “But groups signed onto CUAD and other pledges and …”
  5/31/2024, 1:23 PM

> PC  + [ PII ] Susan Chang
  Got it
  5/31/2024, 1:23 PM

> PK  + [ PII ] Cristen Kromm
  It seems they felt pressure, chose to leave, and went to Hillel to report
  5/31/2024, 1:25 PM

> PC  + [ PII ] Susan Chang
  I see
  5/31/2024, 1:25 PM

> PK  + [ PII ] Cristen Kromm
  When advisers were looped in, like Varsity Show, we were able to guide leaders in a way to remind them that a range of identities are involved, etc.
  5/31/2024, 1:26 PM
> PC  +[ PII ] Susan Chang
  Liked “When advisers were looped in, like Varsity Show, w…” 5/31/2024, 1:27 PM

> PC  +[ PII ] Susan Chang
  He is such a problem!!! 5/31/2024, 1:33 PM

> PC  +[ PII ] Susan Chang
  Painting our students as dangerous 5/31/2024, 1:33 PM

> PP  +[ PII ] Matthew Patashnick
  20%?! 5/31/2024, 1:34 PM

> PC  +[ PII ] Susan Chang
  Urgh 5/31/2024, 1:34 PM

> PP  +[ PII ] Matthew Patashnick
  He knows exactly what he’s doing and how to take full advantage of this moment. Huge fundraising potential. 5/31/2024, 1:34 PM

> PK  +[ PII ] Cristen Kromm
  Liked “He knows exactly what he’s doing and how to take f…” 5/31/2024, 1:34 PM

> PC  +[ PII ] Susan Chang
  Double Urgh 5/31/2024, 1:34 PM

> PK  +[ PII ] Cristen Kromm
  You named it. 5/31/2024, 1:34 PM

> PK  +[ PII ] Cristen Kromm
  Who was that speaker he mentioned? 5/31/2024, 1:41 PM

> PP  +[ PII ] Matthew Patashnick
  Natan Sharansky 5/31/2024, 1:41 PM

> PP  +[ PII ] Matthew Patashnick
  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natan_Sharansky
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> PP  +[ PII ] Matthew Patashnick
  Laying the case to expand physical space! 5/31/2024, 1:43 PM

> PP  +[ PII ] Matthew Patashnick
  They will have their own dorm soon. 5/31/2024, 1:44 PM

> PC  +[ PII ] Susan Chang
  Comes from such a place of privilege… hard to hear the woe is me, we need to huddle at the Kraft center. Huh?? 5/31/2024, 1:46 PM

> PK  +[ PII ] Cristen Kromm
  Yup. Blind to the idea that non-Israel supporting Jews have no space to come together. 5/31/2024, 1:46 PM

> PC  +[ PII ] Susan Chang
  Trying to be open minded to understand but the doors are closing… 5/31/2024, 1:47 PM
PK  Cristen Kromm
He also has access to senior leadership of the university when most school senior leaders do not.

PP  Matthew Patashnick

PC  Susan Chang
He is the hero.

PP  Matthew Patashnick
When?

PC  Susan Chang
What

PC  Susan Chang
How when

PP  Matthew Patashnick
Not all heroes wear capes

PK  Cristen Kromm
If only every identity community had these resources and support.

PC  Susan Chang
Omg

PK  Cristen Kromm
Share resources!!!

PP  Matthew Patashnick
Ugh. Front row now.

PP  Matthew Patashnick
Joseph!

PC  Susan Chang
Joseph?

PC  Susan Chang
Haha

PC  Susan Chang
This panel is really making the administration look like jokers

PK  Cristen Kromm
Liked "This panel is really making the administration look..."

PP  Matthew Patashnick
Yep. And the delegate cards don't work.

PK  Cristen Kromm
Liked "Yep. And the delegate cards don't work. "
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PC: +[ PII ] Susan Chang
We have orientation on Jewish life?

PC: +[ PII ] Susan Chang
Is that happening?

PK: +[ PII ] Cristen Kromm
Not that we know of.

PC: +[ PII ] Susan Chang
Omg

PC: +[ PII ] Susan Chang
Smoke and mirrors

PK: +[ PII ] Cristen Kromm
It will need to be on-line pre-arrival this year

PC: +[ PII ] Susan Chang
Got it

PK: +[ PII ] Cristen Kromm
IF our clown produces...

PC: +[ PII ] Susan Chang
Clown is Joseph?

PK: +[ PII ] Cristen Kromm
He's too busy writing a white paper on the value of student affairs.

PK: +[ PII ] Cristen Kromm
Liked "Clown is Joseph?"

PP: +[ PII ] Matthew Patashnick
Questioned "He's too busy writing a white paper on the value o..."

PC: +[ PII ] Susan Chang
Laughed at "He's too busy writing a white paper on the value o..."

PP: +[ PII ] Matthew Patashnick
Student Affairs or student affairs?

PK: +[ PII ] Cristen Kromm
He had a DoS meeting last week and that is his focus right now.

PC: +[ PII ] Susan Chang
That's exactly what we need

PK: +[ PII ] Cristen Kromm
Trying to articulate his value here.

PP: +[ PII ] Matthew Patashnick
Is it an index card?
Laughed at “Is it an index card?”

Well that’s a wrap

What???

And we thought Yonah sounded the alarm...

😄😄

I’m going to throw up

Amazing what $$$$ can do

Yup

Omg

What the hell is this

Did you get her name

No

Cc94

Can check legacy

Yes

Corey is on it

Good

This is crazy.
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・ Untitled • 14 messages on 5/31/2024 • Chang-Kim, Susan • Josef-Personal <+[ PII ]> • Josef-Personal <+[ PII ]>
This is difficult to listen to but I’m trying to keep an open mind to learn about this point of view.

Yup

I forgot that the CCSC president after [PII] was also Jewish [PII] who is here bc it is her 5th year reunion. We just reconnected and she asked to have coffee with me- we exchanged numbers. She was a good leader as well.

In the room?

Yes

She is here.

Omg.

He is our hero.

Lmao

Whet?????

Royal match?

Ilo

Well now we know why this is on the trustees meeting agenda.

LC put it there.